
 

Instructions:  

This table was built to assist the Sunrise Data Review Sub Team in its analysis as to whether, and how, the Analysis Group survey results answer 

each of the final agreed Charter questions. Specifically, the Analysis Group survey gathered data to help answer the questions highlighted in 

yellow. Relevant survey data can be found in the following tabs/rows in the survey analysis tool, including, but not limited to:  

● “Registries & Registrars” tab, row 56-57 

When providing input, please note the tab title and cell number (if applicable) as reflected in the survey analysis tool.  

 

Sunrise Charter Question 11:  

(a) How effectively can trademark holders who use non-English scripts/languages able to participate in Sunrise (including IDN Sunrises)?  

(b) Should any of them be further “internationalized” (such as in terms of service providers, languages served)? 

 

Sub Team 
Member 
Name 

Do the survey 
results help 
answer 
Sunrise 
Charter 
Question 11? 

If yes, which 
sub 
question(s) do 
the survey 
results assist?  

How do the survey results assist (e.g. “Registries responses in tab/cell X 
demonstrate Y”)? 

Tab Title & 
Cell Number 
(if applicable) 

George Kirikos Yes* a,b [asterisk with my usual disclaimer for “Yes”, given the statistical deficiencies in the 
survey] 
 
Cell A7 of the Registry - Q29a tab indicated problems with TMCH and IDNs (“TCMH 
does not support transliteration of the trade marks from IDNs, which is one of the 
local long standing business ideas (such trademark owners could not register their 
TMs using transliteration”). 
 
Cell F56 of the Registries & Registrars tab indicates 1 registry operated received at 
least 1 IDN sunrise registration. Cell F57 indicated none of the 2 registries that 
responded offered special IDN-only registration periods. (very limited data!) 
 

Registry - 
Q29a tab, cell 
A7 
 
Registries & 
Registrars tab, 
cells F56, F57 
 
 

Kristine 
Dorrain 

Yes a.b I agree with George as to the data cited, and as to its extreme limitation.  

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aBw-dW2gBzvBfhUgl3u6ShWlPZt0yyNF-Vs1qmUuIjg/edit?usp=sharing
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Maxim Alzoba Yes a,b I agree with George’s assessment of the data above. With the note about  F57, Q24 
was not clear enough (for example for TLD, which has IDN- only policy there was no 
need to have a special period of IDN, due to all registrations being IDN only, but in 
reality it was a perios with IDN registrations), 

F56, F57 
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